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Abstract 
 

Bioinformatics software development is a very fast and versatile sector. There 
are many utility software already exists in the market but for faster 
development of such utility software we need reusable components. 
Component reusability is about building a library of frequently used 
component, thus allowing new programs to be assembled quickly from 
existing components. It has produced greater schedule and effect savings than 
any other practice. In this paper we have tried to design such a component 
which can find the restriction enzyme cut site in a given DNA sequence and 
also it can provide sequence of any given restriction enzyme 
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Introduction 
A restriction enzyme (or restriction endonuclease) is an enzyme that cuts double-
stranded or single stranded DNA at specific recognition nucleotide sequences known 
as restriction sites.[1][2][3] To cut the DNA, a restriction enzyme makes two 
incisions, once through each sugar-phosphate backbone (i.e. each strand) of the DNA 
double helix. Restriction enzymes recognize a specific sequence of nucleotides[2] and 
produce a double-stranded cut in the DNA. While recognition sequences vary 
between 4 and 8 nucleotides, many of them are palindromic, which correspond to 
nitrogenous base sequences that read the same backwards and forwards. Over 3000 
restriction enzymes have been studied in detail, and more than 600 of these are 
available commercially[4] and are routinely used for DNA modification and 
manipulation in laboratories.[5] 
 Some time it becomes very important to know about the cut sites of any given 
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Restriction Enzyme in a given DNA sequence. If a developer tries to have that feature 
in his software for windows platform than he will have to write the code from scratch. 
So it is very important to develop a component which can solve the purpose of the 
developer. We have designed such a reusable component which can accept the DNA 
sequence and Restriction Enzyme name and return the cut position as an array of 
integers. Also the component is capable of returning a sequence of a given Restriction 
Enzyme. Presently it has the records of 100 Restriction Enzymes. 
 The essence of COM is a language-neutral way of implementing objects that can 
be used in environments different from the one they were created in, even across 
machine boundaries. For well-authored components, COM allows reuse of objects 
with no knowledge of their internal implementation, as it forces component 
implementers to provide well-defined interfaces that are separate from the 
implementation.[6] 
 Components provide reusable code in the form of objects. An application that uses 
a component’s code, by creating objects and calling their properties and methods, is 
referred to as a client.[7] 
 ActiveX is a framework for defining reusable software components (known as 
controls) that perform a particular function or a set of functions in Microsoft 
Windows in a way that is independent of the programming language used to 
implement them.[8]  
 ActiveX Component can be developed under ActiveX framework. An ActiveX 
component in general term that encompasses ActiveX DLL, ActiveX EXE, and 
ActiveX controls in the context of Microsoft Visual Basic. An ActiveX DLL 
component is an in process server. The DLL is loaded in the same address space as 
the executable that calls the server and runs on the same thread as the client. At any 
given moment, however, either the client application or the DLL is running. The 
benefit of DLLs is that they are faster because, in effect, they become part of 
application that uses them.[9] 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
Process of Creating DLL for Microsoft Windows Platform Using VB6.0 
First ActiveX DLL project is selected from new project dialog. By default class 
module Class1 is added. We have renamed it to reclass. Then we have constructed 
ReSeq data structure, a two dimensional array in the class initialize() event, which 
contains 100 Restriction Enzymes and their sequence. 
 After the Preparation of ReSeq we have added three functions findcutsites, 
showAllEnzymes, and showSeq to our class with the following function signatures. 
 Public Function findre(x As String, y As String) As Integer() 
 Public Function showAllEnzymes() As String() 
 Public Function showSeq(x As String) As String 
 
 Procedure to add functions to class module: Add procedure selected from Tool 
menu of the IDE. Specify the name of the procedure, Type and Scope. Click OK 
 The argument and return type is specified in the functions as shown above. And 
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we have defined each functions.The code inside the functions are given in the next 
section. 
 
 After function definition in the reclass we have selected Make refinder.dll from 
File menu of IDE.  
 
Algorithm 
Note: ReSeq is a double dimensional array containing 
Enzyme name and its sequence 
Algorithm 1: findCutSites (dnaseq, rename) - This 
algorithm accept two string dnaseq and rename.It returns 
RE cut sites as an array of integers 
1. [Initialize] set i=1, j=1, g(0)=0 and k=0 
2. set reseq=showSeq(rename) 
4. Repeat for i=1 to length (dna) 
5. If SUBSTRING (dna, i, 1) = SUBSTRING (reseq, j, 1)  
 Set i=i+1 
 Set j=j+1 
6. If j=length (reseq) then 
 Set g(k)=i-j+1 
 [Increment size of array g() by 1)] 
  Set k=k+1 
  Set j=j+1 
  [End if] 
7.  Else 
  Set i=i+1 
 Set j=j+1 
 [End of step 5 if] 
 [End of step 4 loop] 
8. Return g() 
 
 
Algorithm 2: (Showing all enzyme) This algorithm accept 
RE Sequence and return RE name 
 [Declare] x(100) as string 
Repeat for i=0 to 100 
  Set x[i]= ReSeq(I, 0) 
[End of loop] 
Return x 
Algorithm 3: showSeq(enz)- This algorithm accept RE name 
and return RE sequence 
 
Repeat for i=0 to 100 
If enz=Reseq(i, 0)then 
Set seq=ReSeq(i, 1) 
[End if] 
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[End for loop]  
 3. Return enz 
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